With the increase of the storage capacity, computing, and wireless networking of the vehicular embedded devices, the vehicular networks bring a potential to enable new applications for drivers and passengers in the vehicles. Due to the prohibitive cost of deployment and management of a roadside unit (RSU), it is difficult to cover roads with a large number of RSUs so that every vehicle can always keep a connection with the nearby RSU. In this paper, we study the problem of deploying the RSUs to provide the desired connectivity performance while minimizing the number of the deployed RSUs. The key idea of our solution is to exploit the time-stable mobility pattern to find the optimal deployment places. We analyze a realistic vehicle trace, observe the mobility pattern, and propose a graph model to characterize it. Based on the graph model, we transform the gateway deployment problem into a vertex selection problem in a graph. By reducing it into the minimum vertex coverage problem, we show that the RSU deployment problem is NP-complete. Then, a heuristic algorithm RoadGate is proposed to search greedily the optimal positions. Extensive simulations based on the synthetic and realistic scenarios are carried out to evaluate the performance. The results show that RoadGate outperforms other approaches in terms of the number of required RSUs and the actual achieved coverage performance.
Introduction
Today, a growing number of vehicles are equipped with the embedded communication devices that can facilitate vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication. Increased storage capacity, computing, and communications power, coupled with the advanced wireless networking technology, bring a potential to enable new applications for drivers and passengers in the vehicles. Therefore, vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) recently have started to attract attention from many researchers in both industry and academia. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the United States has allocated specifically 5.850-5.925 GHz band and enacted the dedicated short range communications (DSRCs) standard using that band [1] . DSRC is designed to support an intelligent transportation system (ITS) with public safety and private operations for vehicle-to-roadside units (RSUs) and intervehicle communications.
In the typical vehicular networks applications, the vehicles can be equipped with various sensors to collect the traffic and environmental data such as air pollution level, pavement condition, driving habits, and road congestion. The data are reported to the backend servers via the wireless interface embedded in the vehicles. Besides, those Internet services including email, news, entertainment, and location-based services such as ads and navigation are also be provided by the vehicle-to-RSU communication paradigm.
However, a number of technical challenges should be solved before vehicular networks become a reality. In vehicleroadside communication, RSUs act as RSUs to the Internet and to the infrastructure of other systems such as an ITS, vehicles transmit their gathered data and Internet access requests to RSUs. RSUs send responses to the Internet queries and road information to vehicles. Due to the prohibitive cost of deployment and management of an RSU (typical cost is 3000$/node [2] ), it is difficult to cover roads with a large number of RSUs so that every vehicle on road can always be connected to at least one nearby RSU. The solution that can leverage intermittent connectivity provided by RSUs is more 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks scalable and competitive. The experiments in various controlled environments have confirmed the feasibility of RSUbased vehicular Internet access for noninteractive applications. However, solutions based on intermittent connectivity of RSUs can provide opportunistic services without any worst case service guarantees, which poses great difficulty to its application.
In this paper, we study the problem of RSUs placement that required the minimum number of RSUs, with the vehicle-to-RSU contact probability guarantee given that an intermittent single-hop connectivity exists between vehicles and RSUs in a road region. We firstly analyze a realistic vehicles trace and observed that there is time-stable statistical mobility pattern in the realistic trace. Then, we propose a graph model to characterize this pattern and show that the RSUs deployment problem is NP-complete by reducing it into the minimum vertex coverage problem. Finally, we propose a heuristic greedy algorithm RoadGate to find the optimal locations. Extensive experiments in the synthetic and realistic scenarios are carried out to evaluate the performance of our solution. The results show that our solution achieves the desired coverage performance and minimize the number of the required RSUs.
We make the following contributions in this paper.
(1) We disclose the time-stable statistical mobility pattern existing in the realistic vehicles and develop a graph model to characterize it.
(2) We show that the RSU deployment problem is NPcomplete and propose a heuristic algorithm to find the optimal places.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the related works. We firstly describe the system model in Section 3, then analyze a realistic vehicle trace to verify its time-stable mobility pattern, and propose a graph model to characterize it in Section 4. We formulate the RSU deployment problem and prove it is NP-complete, then develop a heuristic algorithm in Section 5. In Section 6, we evaluate the solution performance in two scenarios. Finally, we make conclusions in Section 7.
Related Works
Wireless AP or Base Station placement is a well-known research topic in the cellular, wireless sensor networks, and mesh networks; however, most of the works that have addressed this problem so far consider a continuous infrastructure radio coverage. Here, we just describe those most relevant RSUs deployment works in vehicular networks.
There are some works studying the feasibility of leveraging the RSUs in the vehicular networks. Drive-thru Internet [3] was first introduced in the paper, which shows that a vehicle moving with the velocity of 180 km/h can access internet data via a roadside AP. Refrences [4, 5] confirm the feasibility of WiFi-based vehicular Internet access for noninteractive applications. Cabernet [6] aims to deliver data to and from moving vehicles by using WiFi access points. It only provides the intermittent network connectivity with the current deployed APs. Cartel [7] is a mobile sensor computing system which collect, process, and deliver data from vehicular sensors to the server located in Internet by opportunistically using the roadside APs. All these works are assumed to utilize the unplanned deployment APs without the service guarantee. The feasibility of information dissemination using stationary supporting units (SSUs) is investigated in [8] mainly based on computer simulations. However, the deployment issues have not been carefully studied in these works.
Thus, the dedicated RSUs are proposed to be integrated into the vehicular networks to achieve the system scalability, and various RSUs deployment strategies are developed. Banerjee et al. [2] consider a simple nonuniform strategy that places more stationary nodes in the network core. However, it was completely based on intuition without providing any performance guarantees. Alpha coverage [9] provides the intermittent coverage and guarantees the number of contact between vehicles and RSUs. The authors further present an efficient deployment method that maximizes the worst case contact opportunity under a budget constraint [10] . Li et al. [11] consider the optimal placement of RSUs to minimize the average number of hops from APs to RSUs. Lee and Kim [12] seek optimal placement of RSUs by analyzing the number of the reported locations per minute by taxis to telematics system. Lochert et al. [13] use genetic algorithm for optimal placement of RSUs for a VANET traffic information system. The optimal placement is aimed at minimizing the travel time based on aggregated sharing of traffic information. A centrality-based AP deployment scheme was proposed to optimize the end-to-end delay in [14] . Trullols et al. [15] consider that a given number of RSUs have to be deployed for disseminating information to vehicles in an urban area. They formulate it as a maximum coverage problem (MCP) and seek to maximize the number of vehicles that get in contact with the RSUs over the considered area. The deployment scheme proposed in [16] can guarantee that vehicles at any place could communicate with RSUs in certain driving time by proving it equivalent to the set-covering problem. In [17] , the deployment optimization objective guarantees a required maximum vehicle-to-RSU data packet delivery delay with a certain predetermined delay violation probability. Besides, [18] uses the game theory to model the RSUs deployment when multiple operators perform their deployment decisions concurrently.
System Model
In this section, we firstly present the system model and then give the problem description.
As depicted in Figure 1 , a typical VANET consists of three entities in city scenarios: the top server, the fixed RSUs or gateway along the roadside, and the mobile OBUs (on-board units) equipped on the running vehicles. The servers depend on the specific application, and we will not give detailed description. All RSUs are planned to provide communication services. The RSUs and OBUs are equipped with short-range radio interfaces such as 802.11 b/g/p, and they can exchange International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks 3 data when entering into their mutual transmission ranges. The RSUs have the powerful storage space to cache the data reported by vehicle or the disseminated data from the server. Moreover, RSUs may connect to the server in the Internet to download or upload data.
Considering a limited geographical region, vehicles enter and leave, autonomously and continuously, the region. All RSUs can be installed at any place in the region. When a vehicle moves into the radio range of any RSU, it may use the opportunity to establish connectivity with the RSU and then send or receive data from it. The capacity of the communication system gets fairly important when the amount of transferred data becomes large. The capacity of the intermittently connected network relies on a few factors such as the vehicle speed, the radio range, and the data rate. For example, the higher the data rate is, the larger the throughput is. However, in this paper, we focus on the impact of meeting probability which indicates the possibility that a vehicle can access the deployed RSU when it goes through the area.
Our goal is to guarantee the meeting probability specified by users while minimizing the deployment cost, say, the number of the required RSUs. Specifically, the meeting probability is the probability with which any vehicle can enter the communication range of at least on installed RSU after it moves within a given distance from entering the region. This enables our solution work at the situation that the vehicles sojourn or stay within the area. Note that we do not take the possible available open access points into account, but our work provides a lower bound of system performance when that way is allowed.
Mobility Graph
In this section, we firstly analyze a realistic vehicle trace and observe the time-stable statistical mobility pattern. Then, we give the definition of the graph model to characterize the mobility pattern.
Analysis on Realistic Vehicle
Trace. Some existing works also study the performance enhancement in mobile networks by deploying stationary nodes. But these works basically assume the nodes move according to the simplistic random models. These models are usually easy to implement in simulations and allow statistical analysis of large-scale protocols and systems. However, they do not capture the characteristic of people move in realistic environment.
Recent that studies [19] on some realistic traces of moving users show that nodes within a social environment do not move completely randomly. Instead, they usually move around a set of landmarks such as home, office, and park. Specifically, nodes show preference for a small number of landmarks and would move less often to the neighborhood of other landmarks. The second observation is that in some social environments the node trajectory in time is almost deterministic [20] . This means a node has its own mobility schedule and it generally moves between landmarks according to that schedule, subject to few random deviations. Above observations disclose the long-term mobility pattern of people in reality. Inspired by above observations from the study on the realistic people traces, Piorkowski also [21] analyzed a realistic GPS-based mobility traces of taxi in San Francisco, USA. This dataset contains the GPS coordinates of 665 taxis collected over 30 days in the Bay Area. His work verifies that the spatially heterogeneous mobility pattern appears to be stable in time.
As the taxi trace is only a sample of the urban mobility pattern, we use a realistic vehicle trace containing different type mobile nodes (buses, taxis, pedestrians, etc.). This trace is generated by MMTS (multiagent microscopic traffic simulator) [22] which accurately models the public and private traffic over real regional road maps of Switzerland with a high level of realism [23] . Figure 2 shows the simulation involving around 260000 vehicles in an area of around 250 km × 260 km in the canton of Zurich, the largest city in Switzerland.
For the purpose of our analysis, we extract the traffic data over around 18 hours in an area of around 3000 m × 3000 m in the central city of Zurich. The whole area is divided into a set of nonoverlapped uniform zones. Each zone has an area of 200 m × 200 m, 300 m × 300 m, and 600 m × 600 m, respectively, in three experiments. With the time unit of 20 minutes, we count the number of vehicles passing zone and the number of vehicles entering zone after leaving zone for each time unit. Then, we use / as the estimation of transition probability. In each experiment, we record and plot the transition probability of five pairs of zones shown in Figure 3 . Some key characteristics are observed from the above statistical results. (1) The transition probabilities between two zones stay approximately stable which fluctuate around a mean value within two traffic peak time. (2) The transition probability between two same zones is different in two peak time, as depicted by blue lines in Figures 3(b) and 3(c). The possible reason is the regular mobility behaviors of people. For example, people usually move from their home to office in the morning and return along the inverse routine in the evening. (3) There is no obvious impact of the size of zone on the time stability of transition probability. However, the transition probability may vary with time when the zone is very small. We do not consider the case because our zone division is big enough.
4.2.
Definition. Based on the above observations, we define a mobility graph to characterize the time-stable statistical mobility pattern in a region.
Let us consider a connected and bounded geographical area , we divide it into nonoverlapped uniform zones. A Mobility Graph is a directed graph , whose vertex set V( ) corresponds to the set of zones. Its edge set L( ) corresponds to the set of mobility links between zones on which vehicles travel. There exists a mobility link between two neighboring zones and only if a vehicle leaves zone and then enters zone immediately. Each edge is associated with a transition probability which indicates the probability that a random node moves from to . We use the similar approach used in Section 4.1 to compute the transition probability. Let denote the time unit, the transition probability is computed as follows:
where N ( ) and N ( ) are, respectively, the set of vehicles located in zones and within a time unit . As stated in Section 4.1, transition probability between two zones is basically time stable for a long period of time and changes for another duration in a day. Then, the average of all time units in the total statistical time is computed as the final weight of the corresponding edge.
We also explore the mobility process of all vehicles passing the boundary of the area . We introduce a virtual vertex to represent the exterior zone beyond . If there are the vehicles entering from the bounding zone , then an edge exists between vertex and vertex . The corresponding transition probability is computed in the similar way to the ordinary edges. An example is shown in Figure 4 . Its left part shows that the geographical area is divided into 6 zones, say, zone from 1 to 6, and the corresponding mobility graph is depicted in right side. Here, we find that all the vehicles only move into the area from 1 and 4 zones with the probability of 0.8 and 0.2, respectively. Meanwhile, they only leave the area from zones 2 and 6 with the probability of 0.3 and 0.6, respectively. The red curves represent, respectively, the physical path 1-3-4-6 in the geographical area and that on the Mobility Graph. Now, we discuss some methods to optimize the constructed mobility graph. First, we delete those vertices corresponding to the zones which do not contain roads because all vehicles cannot move into them. Additionally, we also delete those vertices that contain only a road segment because they have no chance of moving to other zones but the two fixed neighbors. Finally, those edges associated with the transition probability smaller than a given threshold should be removed because they nearly have no impact on the final computation.
RSU Deployment Problem
In this section, we firstly present the several definitions and assumptions, then formally define the Minimum RSUs deployment problem (MRDP). Finally, we prove it is NP-hard and develop a greedy heuristic algorithm to find the optimal deployment solution.
Assumptions and Definitions.
For the sake of convenience to make our idea clear, we make the following assumptions. We assume that each zone can be covered by the communication range of an RSU. That is to say, the vehicles can exchange data with the installed RSU once they enter the zone. We assume that the transmission ranges of all RSUs are fixed, so we have to adjust the size of zones to meet that assumption. Let us take the RSU integrating the 802.11 g interface as an example. The outdoor standard transmission distance of 802.11 g is around 300 m. Thus, the area of a zone may be selected as 400 × 400 m 2 if the RSU is placed at the center of the zone. The size of a zone should be set smaller while considering the signal decay caused by the buildings. In the following, we introduce several key definitions. The symbols and notations used in the paper are summarized in Table 1 .
Definition 1 (transition matrix). Since there are the timestable transition probabilities between all zones, the statistical mobility pattern can be represented by a time homogeneous Markov chain. Its state space is exactly corresponding to the vertex set, say, all zones. Therefore, the transition probability distribution between the state space can be represented by the is the probability of a node that moves from vertex to within a given maximal length . It is computed as
where (ℎ) is the probability of a node move from vertex to within the exact length ℎ. Let M denote the transition matrix of mobility graph, then we have
where M ℎ is the ℎ-step transition probability, which can be computed as the ℎth power of the transition matrix M.
Definition 3 (set visiting probability (SVP)
). R is defined as the probability with which a node moves from vertex to at least one vertex ∈ R. It is derived as follows:
MRDP and Its
Complexity. Based on the above definitions, we transform the minimum RSU deployment problem to a problem of selecting vertex subset. The formulation of MRDP is formulated as follows. Given a mobility graph Input: -Mobility Graph; -maximal path length; -meeting probability specified by user Output:V-result set being searched (1) M ← transition matrix of (2) compute the 1-step, 2-step, . . . , -step transition matrix of M (3) compute the VVP between all nodes according to (2) (4)V ← 0 (5) S ← 0 (6) while |S| < |V( )| do (7) ← modeling the statistical mobility pattern over the area and the meeting probability threshold specified by users, the objective of MRDP is to find the smallest subsetV ⊆ V( ) such that the SVP from any vertex toV is not smaller than the probability specified by user, say, minimizeV
We have the following theorem regarding the complexity of the MRDP. Proof. The MRDP problem can be reduced to the classical minimum vertex cover problem which is a well-known NPcomplete problem. First, for each vertex ∈ V( ), we compute its VVS to all vertex , according to (2) . Then, we find a vertex subset X = { | ∈ V( ) and ≥ }. It contains all reachable vertices from vertex within the constraint of given path length and the visiting probability specified by user. By repeating the process, we can compute the above set for each starting vertex , say, X | ∈ V( ). Then, we construct a set for each vertex , = { | ∈ X }, containing those starting vertices from which a node can visit the vertex within the constraint of the given path length and meeting probability threshold. Finally, the MRDP is equivalent to the problem of finding a subsetV,
Obviously, the formulation is the classical minimum vertex cover problem, which has been shown as NP-complete. Note that we just consider the visiting probability from all vertices to a single vertex in theV instead of the SVP, which usually is greater than the former. However, this point cannot affect the correctness of the proving procedure because it just equivalent to that the meeting probability specified by user is set to a smaller value. Consequently, MRDP is still an NP-complete problem.
RoadGate Algorithm.
In order to solve the MRDP problem, we develop a heuristic algorithm RoadGate which uses the greedy strategy to search optimal RSU deployment. The details of the algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1.
In this algorithm, the first 3 lines are responsible for computing the VVP from any vertex to other vertex . The vertex set being searched is initialized in line 4. In line 5, the algorithm initializes a set S from which the SVP to the set being searchedV is not smaller than the probability specified by user. Line 6 shows the following procedure terminates until all SVP from all vertices to the result setV are not smaller than predefined probability. Line 7, the key idea of RoadGate, searches greedily the vertex which can maximize the number of vertices whose SVP to the result set is not smaller than the predefined threshold. The found vertex is added the result vertex set in line 8. Finally the set S is updated after the new vertex is added. Clearly, the time complexity of this algorithm is (|V| 3 ).
Performance Evaluation
6.1. Methodology. In this section, we evaluate the performance of RoadGate algorithm in two different scenarios. The first is a synthetic scenario shown in the left side of Figure 5 . A 1600 * 2000 m 2 area is divided into 20 zones, each with 400 * 400 m 2 . Thus, the corresponding mobility graph contains 21 vertices. The largest degree of each vertex is 4 because the vehicles only move from current zone to 4 neighboring zones. The average path length is = 5 zones when a vehicle passes the whole area. The experiment is conducted for 200 runs. Each of those generates randomly the mobility graph with different random seeds.
Another experiment scenario is the realistic vehicle trace used in Section 4.1. We choose a central city area of 2000 × 1500 m 2 in Zurich. It is divided into 50 zones each with 200 × 300 m 2 . Then, we use the approach proposed in Section 4.1 to compute the statistical transition probability and then construct the corresponding mobility graph. Moreover, we also choose a larger area including both two scenarios to simulate the vehicles that enter and leave the scenarios. We compare RoadGate with other two baseline algorithms. The first is the Random Deployment (RandDeploy), which selects randomly a vertex to be added the result set until the SVP of all vertices to the result set is not smaller than the predefined threshold. The second is the Degree First Deployment (DegFDeploy). Contrary to the RandDeploy, it chooses greedily the vertex with the largest degree to be added to the result set. The higher the degree of a vertex is, the more popular the corresponding zone is. Thus, DegFDeploy captures the stationary statistical pattern of the mobility in the target area in contrast to the RoadGate.
The following performance metrics are evaluated. (1) The number of required RSUs indicates the deployment cost which is the key metric of our system. (2) Actual meeting probability. It represents the achieved coverage performance when the vehicles go through the above scenarios. We implement the deployment solution in the simulator ONE (opportunistic network environment) [24] and drive the nodes to move to count the realistic meeting probability.
The Number of Required RSUs.
We firstly compute the number of required RSUs when the meeting probability specified by user is 70% and 90% in the synthetic scenario. Figure 6 shows chooses the placement zones thus achieves and the worst performance. DegFDeploy only uses the coarse statistical information of the mobility pattern in the area. Thus, it has the poor performance in the random mobility graph.
RoadGate utilizes the fine-grained statistical characteristic of mobility and can select the optimal places to install RSUs.
Only one deterministic mobility graph can be generated from the realistic vehicle traces. Therefore, we vary the meeting probability specified by user to observe its impact on the required number of RSUs in the three algorithms. As shown in Figure 7 , the higher the meeting probability specified by users, the larger the number of the required RSUs. Moreover, our algorithm RoadGate always outperforms the two baseline algorithms. Since RoadGate can take full advantage of the coverage capability of each added RSU, it needs to add a few RSUs to fulfil the increase of users' expected meeting probability.
Actual Meeting Probability.
We also evaluate the achieved meeting probability when vehicles go through the experiment scenarios. In the synthetic scenario, we compute the RSU deployment solution, respectively, by using, three algorithms for the meeting probability specified by users, which is 70% and 90%. In the 200 experiments in the synthetic scenario, we place 1000 vehicles in the experiment area and let them move according to the generated mobility graph. The RSUs are deployed according to the result computed by the three algorithms. When a vehicle moves into the zone with RSU, it succeeds in communication with the RSU. The actual meeting probability is computed as the ratio of the number of the vehicles meeting RSUs to total vehicle number. The cumulative distribution of 200 experiment results is shown in Figure 8 .
As can be seen, all three algorithms succeed in meeting the meeting probability requirement of users. However, in contrast to RandDeploy and DegFDeploy, the real meeting probability achieved by our RoadGate fairly matches the expected probability. Most of its results fall in the interval of 70%-80% when the specified probability is 70%. It shows that RoadGate is capable of selecting accurately the deployment places to meet the coverage requirement. We measure the actual meeting probability in the realistic scenario. Similarly, we compute the deployment solution by using the three algorithms for the user's specified probability, which is 70% and 90%. Then, we make use of the solution to place the RSU in the scenario in the ONE simulator. These RSUs broadcast a beacon packet periodically. The experiments are carried out for 24 runs. Each run uses the extracted realistic vehicles trace lasting for 20 minutes from the total 8 hours peak time. These traces are fed into the simulator to drive the vehicles move. The actual meeting probability is calculated as the ratio of the number of the vehicles receiving the beacon to the total vehicle number in current run. The cumulative distributions of actual meeting probability are shown in Figure 9 . It can be observed from the above figures that the actual meeting probability achieved by the three algorithms basically varies in a large range and failes to meet the users' specified performance threshold. For example, when the expected meeting probability is 90%, around 40% probability achieved by RoadGate is smaller than the threshold. However, our RoadGate still outperforms RandDeploy and DegFDeploy. The reasons are described as follows. The analysis result of Section 4.1 shows that the transition probability between a same pair of zones is probably different for different time periods in a day. However, the mobility graph is constructed by using the average transition probability, causing probably a considerable deviation. Thus, the three algorithms running on the graph are hard to fulfill accurately the users' performance requirement. We also consider some possible strategies to relieve the problem. For example, we build an individual mobility graph for each possible transition probability of an edge. Then, we run the algorithm in each graph to get a deployment solution and then combine them as the final solution. Its essence is to meet the expected coverage performance by adding more RSUs.
Conclusions
In this paper, we study the problem of deploying RSUs for mobile vehicles in the vehicle-to-roadside communication system. Due to the limited transmission range and high deployment and maintenance cost, it is difficult to decide how many and where the RSUs should be placed. The objective of our study is to satisfy the connectivity requirement for all vehicles passing the coverage region. At the same times, the deployment cost such as the number of RSUs must be minimized. Our solution RoadGate uses the time-stable statistical mobility pattern observed in the realistic vehicle traces to find the optimal installation places. We propose a graph model to characterize this pattern and show that the RSU deployment problem is NP-complete by reducing it the minimum vertex coverage problem. Finally, we propose a heuristic greedy algorithm RoadGate to find the optimal installation places. Extensive experiments in the synthetic and realistic scenarios are carried out to evaluate the performance of our solution. The results show that our solution achieves the desired coverage performance and minimizes the number of the required RSUs.
